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ABSTRACT

Code-switching among Bilingual children
September, 19 79

Ana Isabel Alvarez, B.A., University of Puerto Rico, M.S.,
University of Massachusetts, Ph.D.,

University of Massachusetts
Directed by

:

Professor Charles Clifton

The present study attempted to investigate code-

switching among Spanish speaking bilingual children.

An

effort was made to discover sociolinguistic and grammatical

parameters specific to two types of code-switching:

code-

mixing and code-changing.
Twenty fluent Spanish

between the ages of

6

-

speaking bilingual children

to 10 years of age participated in the

The subjects were encouraged to construct five

experiment.

stories following the structure suggested by five sets of

color pictures.

The speech was recorded, transcribed, and

coded focusing on three main variables:

code-switches (mixes

and changes)

,

social parameters (participant, topic, role,

and setting)

,

and grammatical parameters

(parts of speech,

clause boundary, adjective placement, repetitions, and

hesitations)
The results indicated that a total of 902 clauses were

produced.

The sample made 3.4 times as many code-changes as
v

code-mixes.

The analysis of the code-mixes by grammatical

form indicated that noun mixes were the most frequent.

Most

code-mixes ended a clause, and noun code-mixes were the
most
frequent of the code-mixes ending clauses.

The analysis of

code-changes showed that code-changes starting at the be-

ginning of the clause and ending at the end of the clause
were the most frequent.

These results were interpreted as indicating that

bilingual children construct and produce language, evan
when using their two languages interchangeably, by clauses
as monolinguals do.
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CHAPTER

I

OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON B I LINGUALI SM
The Problem

This study attempted to investigate code- switching

among Spanish bilingual children.

An effort was made to

discover sociolinguistic and grammatical parameters specific to the types of code-switching: code-mixing and codechanging.
reasons:

This approach is important for at least three
(1)

to continue reconstructing the image of

bilingual children in the literature;

(2)

removing old

stigmas; awareness of the interchangeable use of Spanish

and English has been shown to be a critical factor in op-

timizing educational opportunities for Spanish-speaking
bilinguals;

(3)

investigating language porcesses in this

manner offers psychology of language an opportunity to
better understand the nature of the cognitive processes
involved.

This chapter will first discuss some of the problems

defining bilingualism and review relevant research on social and cultural attitudes toward bilingualism, paying

particular attention to educational issues.

Chapter II

will be devoted to reviewing the research on code-switching,
specifically cognitive and sociolinguistic studies. Chapter.
Ill,

IV,

and V will deal with the methodology, results, and
1

2

discussion of the study.
Definitions

Bilingualism refers to the use of two languages 1/.
In the last twenty years the phenomenon of bilingualism

has been discussed within and between educational, linguistic, sociological, and psychological circles.

Though

this has resulted in a much broader context for our under-

standing of the various aspects of bilingualism, sometimes

communication is difficult due to

a

considerable discrep-

ancy in the definitions of bilingualism.

A monolingual is an individual who knows only one
language (Haugen, 1956)

The monolingual possesses up to

.

two encoding (conversions of meaning into signs)

skills:

speaking and writing; and two decoding (conversion of signs
into meaning)

skills: listening and reading.

these skills there are semantic,

lexical,

phonemic aspects (McNamara, 1967)

.

For each of

syntactic, and

A bilingual is an indi-

vidual who knows two languages (Haugen, 1956)

.

Then, bi-

lingualism involves encoding and decoding skills for each
language (McNamara, 1967)

.

The problem, for a model of

bilingual processing, arises because these definitions
include people with a wide range of different language
skills.

Not all bilinguals posses all four skills (speak-

ing, writing,

listening, and reading)

,

or do not have the

.
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same mastery of all skills for both languages.

Although there is a generally accepted notion of
bilinguals as persons who have at least one of the

lan-

guage skills, even to a minimal degree, in their
second
language (McNamara, 1967)

,

there is a need to go beyond

identifying who is minimally bilingual and to quantify and

classify bi Unguis lism.

The balanced-dominant model tried

to classify linguistic mastery in bilinguals by measuring

skills based on the person's vocabulary in each language.

Following its principles a'balanced' bilingual is one
whose skills in each aspect of one language is the same
for the other language, or as Fischman (1964) points out,

bilinguals without diglossia; in other words, bilinguals
whose vocabulary is equaly rich in both cultural contexts.

By the same token, the 'dominant* bilingual would be more
skilled in one language and lexicon corresponding to that
language would be richer.

The concepts 'balanced'

'dominant' present some difficulties.

and

The model implies

competition between the two languages, therefore, limiting
its descriptive applicability to the inclination to use

one of the two languages where the two are equally suitable;

and the tendency for the semantic lexical, syntactic, and

phonological system of one language to intrude on those of
the other

(McNamara,

1967)

Rating scales have been used to determine language

background.

These instruments require the
sub D ect to estimate the extent to which each of
his/her language is used
in his/her home.
Although the reliability of these
measure is quite high, it is not clear
how accurately they
describe linguistic background or how
information about
linguistic background can be used to predict
language skills
Moreover, these scales are less powerful
than richness-ofvocabulary tests (McNamara, 1967). In addition,
fluency
tests, which measure the speed of responding
to verbal

stimuli or speed of verbal production in two languages,

have been used to diagnose degree of bilingualism
(Lambert,
1955).

These time-measures correlate highly with years of

experience in the two languages, however, it remains to be
seen how they will correlate with more direct measures of

language skills (McNamara, 1967)

.

The flexibility tests

include: r ichness-of-vocabulary test (McNamara,

word detection test (Lambert, 1955)

.

1967)

and

Both tests are based

on the assumption that bilinguals seem to have far more

ways to express a concept in their strong language than in
their weak language.

A dominance test is one in which a

bilingual faces an ambiguous stimulus (which could belong
to either of the two languages)

or interpret it.

and is asked to pronounce

It is assumed that the stronger language

is the most frequently used

(McNamara,

1967)

.

Thus,

all

these assessment instruments classify bilinguals along the

5

balanced- dominant model.
The second main distinction among bilinguals
is that

between coordinate and compound bilinguals,
originally
presented by Weinrich (1953) and further elaborated

by

Ervin and Osgood (1954).

This distinction refers essen-

tially to the semantic aspects of language and to
the
importance of language acquisition contexts.

This model

points out the distinction in the way the two language
systems of the bilinguals interact:

coordinated or compounded.

whether they are

The coordinate system would be

developed through experience in two different linguistic
contexts where languages are rarely interchanged.

This

system implies that the two languages are learned in lin-

guistically distinctive acquisition contexts, as for
example, when the second language is learned at some later

post infancy period.

The coordinate bilingual essentially

makes use of two functionally independent languages systems.
On the other hand, the compound system develops when two

languages are learned originally in linguistically mixed

acquisition contexts.

In these fused contexts,

a speaker

uses both languages interchangeably to refer to the same

environmental events, as is typical of infant bilingualism.
The compound bilingual uses two functionally dependent

linguistic systems.

Ervin and Osgood (1954) suggest that

the alternative meaning symbols in the compound's two lan-

s

.
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guages have a single meaning, while the coordinate
bilingual
develops separate meanings for each of his/her
alternative
symbols

An extensive and detailed critique of the coordinate-

compound model has been made by Diller (1969) and McNamara
(1970).

Diller points out that the model was originally

conceived in the context of behavior ist learning theory.
This author presents three main criticisms:
tions,

poor defini-

lack of experimental support, and that linguistic

reasons do not support the concepts of coordinated and/or

compounded bilingualism.

On the other hand, McNamara'

critique focuses on Whorfian aspects in the model and se-

mantic systems.
The most obvious contributions of this model is that
this distinction helps in understanding how two systems,

which are so highly correlated because the same repertoire
of environmental events is referred to with words from both

languages, are kept from becoming mixed up for the coordinate

bilinguals.

However,

it makes more difficult to explain

how compound bilinguals do so.

Its most interesting con-

tribution is that it points to cultural contexts and differences as essential variables in the phenomenon of bilingualism.
Summarizing, although the coordinate-compound model
is not based on unidimentional linguistic aspects

lexicon, background,

(such as

amount language usage, accuracy in

.
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translation) as the balanced-dominant
model does, it does
not indicate anything about linguistic
mastery and skill.

A coordinate bilingual can be as skilled as
viceversa.

Thereby,

a compound and

the definitional problem of inclusion

of people with a range of different skills
within the same

category is still real.

Because not all bilinguals have

the same skills and/or the same mastery in all
the linguistic

skills and because language is a system highly
affected by

experience and practice making possible changes in the
skills a bilingual posseses and/or the mastery she/he
has

from one instance to another it seems reasonable to characterize bilingualism as a multidimensional phenomenon, where

each dimension is a continuum.
to some degree.

Each dimension is independent

Indeed, each dimension has some degree of

interaction with the others and affects them to some extent.
To conceptualize bilingualism in this manner facilitates
its study by making the description and labeling of a

person's linguistic skills more specific and less difuse.

Following this logic the term degree of bilingualism is

preferred because it avoids the limitations of the balanceddominant model by not implying neither competition between
the two languages nor the intrusion of one system into the

other.

8

Attitudes and Social Aspects

A given language form implies
corresponding social structure.

a

relationship with the

Language forms are tools

with which the social structure is made sensible
to the
members of that linguistic group (Luhman,
1973).

a language form involves a culture.

Consequently,

Thus, bilingualism,

consisting of two languages forms, presupposes
biculturism
(two cultures of social contexts)

.

Bilingualism is not

only "languages in contact "(Weinrich, 1953)
in contact.

but also cultures

In other words,

"At the microlevel, language forms
can be viewed as tools with which
social meanings are constructed and
communicated, each utterance thereby
containing an information aspect
(which is obvious) and a more general
social aspect. At the macrolevel,
language forms become markers of the
relation between and among, complex
social groups and in this sense,
reflect the more purely sociological
concern of class stratification
(Luhman,

1973)

Therefore, by examining the attitudes of different

social groups towards bilingualism, we can extrapolate,

with high reliability, the nature of the relation between
the social groups involved.

attitudes.

We can examine the government

Two or more linguistic systems can be given

official status, as in Switzerland.

Languages may be

recognized in the educational system without being designated

9

as official,

as in the case of Welsh in Wales.

Yet another

situation is where the government "tolerates unofficial
languages without official encouragement as was the
case

with languages other than English in the United States
until recently (Ramirez, Macaulay, Gonzalez,
1974)."

cox and Perez;

We can also examine the people's attitudes.

For

example, people from Central and Eastern Europe, the

Mediterranean area, and Scandinavia would support bilingualism strongly; reflecting a relationship of high tolerance
and exchange.

Nations (like some countries in Africa and

Puerto Rico) where prestigious languages have been imported

will probably suspect bilingualism as a hidden form of
linguistic colonialism (Lambert and Tucker, 1972).
In the United States,

for example,

there has been

constant intolerance toward bilingualism although the

variety of cultural groups that constituted the nation is
great.

Even today with bilingual education programs

(Title VII)

the long range goal of the law is not bilin-

gualism but "profiency in English (Ramirez, Macaulay,
Gonzalez, Cox, and Perez; 1974)", and in that way bilingual

education becomes a remedial program.

So it seems that

bilingual education can be based on a pluralistic model

which will aim to create a stable bilingual situation, or
on an assimilation model which will generate "a transitional

program to provide students, whose mother tongue is not
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English, easier acess to the traditional monolingual
edu-

cational system (Ramirez, Macaulay, Gonzalez, Cox and
Perez;
1976)

."

All these different attitudes suggest that a language
form

is not only a way of communicating symbols but also

it is a means to and a symbol of resources, prestige, and

power.

Therefore, the access to those resources is marked

by the access to language forms.
bilingual groups,

Hence the rejection of

(like the immigrants)

is a

and an affirmation of power simultaneously.

defensive act
It is a de-

fensive act in the sense that it entails a social group
(monolinguals) defending the control they have over social

resources; and an affirmation of power because this behavior

communicates the possesion of control over the resources

by the monolingual group.

The monolingual group pressures

the bilingual group to become monolingual,

the language form of the dominant group,

those resources, prestige, and power.

i.e.

to adopt

in order to enjoy

There is resistance

to formally acknowledge the legitimacy of other language

forms, by the refusal to become a bilingual society

multilingual nation)

.

(

or a

If the bilingual group behavior is

not abandoned a series of stigmas are imputed to that group.
This happened in this country to different ethnic groups,

among them Blacks, Chicanos, and Puerto Ricans.

Some of

the assumptions believed by the public and supported by

.
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some scientists were:

a

bilingual will always be at lin-

guistic disadvantage (Luhman, 1973), the vocabulary
of
bilinguals is below standard (Smith, 1949), low
i.Q.

in

bilingual samples is the result of low socio-economic
level
and bilingualism (Anastasi and c6rdova, 1953),
bilinguals

construct shorter, incomplete, less complex sentences,

unusual word order, bilingualism results in retardation in
educational progress such as in reading and school maladjustment, bilingualism produces emotional instability and

schizophrenia (Jensen, 1962), and bilingualism is a threat
for national security.

Therefore,

language forms (bilingualism too) can be

used as a means for political resistance (like the FrenchCanadians)

;

as a means of belonging to a new culture

for many immigrants)

;

(as

or as a political imposition resulting

from political dependence (as in the case of Puerto Rico)
(Haugen,

1956)

All these groups dynamics generate self-concept and
individual attitudes toward other cultural groups that

correspond to the collective attitudes.
(1972)

Lambert and Tucker

conducted a study trying to identify the ways in

which self-concept, individual, parents, and community
attitudes toward the other cultural groups, affect mastery
in the second language of the bilingual.

They reported

that the most skilled bilinguals had a strong feeling of

12

self-worth, favorable attitudes toward the cultural group
of second language being learned, and parents with friendly

and favorable attitudes toward the other cultural group.

The authors suggest that certain degree of identification

with the other cultural group, which is facilitated by the
favorable attitudes toward them, seems to ease the learning
of the second language.

They concluded that there is no

evidence of identity loss as a person becomes bilingual but
rather "they are becoming French and English in certain
ways; but not becoming less English as a consequence
(Lambert and Tucker, 1972)

."

Bilingual Education
The situation of unequal educational resources for

minority groups in the United States generated dissatisfaction and in the 1960's pressure from Blacks, Chicanos,

Puerto Ricans, Chinese, and Native-Americans resulted in
Title VII or Bilingual Education Act.

Although the bilin-

gual education, these groups struggled or aimed for a

system in which:

"Bilingual-Bicultural Education
is not merely using the first
language of the pupils as a
bridge to the second language
and then eliminating the first
as proficiency in the second
language is attained. Rather,
it is the total development of
the pupils to the best of their
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capabilities in two languages:
their native language and the*
target language. BilingualBicultural Education does not
cut the curriculum. And since
language is related to the
people's culture, it follows
that a bilingual education
program will include the study
of two cultures - a bicultural
component - in its activities.
(Board of Education of the City
of Chicago, 1974)";

Title VII is a transitional, remedial program, as mentioned
before.

Nevertheless, the Bilingual Education Act has

provided the opportunity and resources for the development
of curricula, and research on biligualism.

Through both

teaching and research, the strengths of bilingualism have

been demonstrated.

Besides,

it has provided the chance to

awaken our children's pride in their ethnicity, to stop the

detrimental effects that the monolingual-unicultural school
system was having in the children, educationally and psychologically; and to enhance their self-image.

Maybe this

generation will be able to provide for its children a bilingual program based on a pluralistic model.

Bilingualism

-

Asset or Handicap

Science, as part of society, reflects its values and

attitudes.

Therefore, the question asked, and the methodol-

ogies used will reflect all its biases.

The history of the

field of bilingualism is no exception to this.

The variables

.
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tradionally studied were intelligence and
school performance.
Researchers in the early 1920' s and
1930' s found that
bilingual children, relative to monolingual,
were behind in
school; they performed poorly in intelligence
tests;
and

were socially adrift (Lambert, 1977)

.

a more detailed review

of these studies indicate that relevant variables
such as:
social class, educational opportunities, degree
of bilin-

gualism, cultural biases in the tests, and others
were

confounded or completely over- looked.
Ramirez et al (1974) suggest that one source of

variation in the way bilinguals experience and organize
their enviroments, is their cognitive style

2

Based on

.

two types of cognitive styles, field dependent and field

independent

3
,

Ramirez et al indicate that many bilingual

minority groups are field sensitive (dependent)

.

Field

dependence and field independence are linked with socio-

cultural socialization characteristics and activities, such
as intellectual functions,

and these characteristics are

the result of the child rearing practices employed by the

parents.

As the educational system is based on an analytic

approach of information processing, poor school performance
in bilingual children might be due to the fact that they

are not being effectively taught.

In summary, educating

bilingual children does not only imply cultural and linguistic differences

15

Recently, a much more optimistic
picture of bilingualism has emerged. Investigators in
different cultural
settings, with different methodologies,
and different languages, consistently found that bilinguals
were not behind
monolinguals but surprisingly ahead in verbal
and nonverbal measures of intelligence (Lambert,
1977)
Further
research indicated that bilingualism seems to
possitively
.

affect structure and flexibility of thought.

Bilingual

children, relative to monolinguals, show advantages
in

measures of congnitive flexibility, creativity, and
divergent thought (Lambert, 1977)
it is important to mention,
.

though,

that all these cases

Israel, New York, Montreal)

(Singapore, South Africa,

involved bilinguals for whom

the two languages involved have social value and worth in

each cultural settings.
"In no case would the learning
of the second language portend
the slow replacement of it for
the home or the other language,
as would typically be the case
for French-Canadians or Spanish-

Americans developing high-level
skills in English. We might
refer to these examples as examples of an "additive" form of
bilingualism and contrast it with
a more " substractive" form experienced by many ethnics minority
groups who because of national
educational policies and social
pressures of various sorts are
forced to put aside their ethnic
language for a national language
(Lambert,

1977)

."
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in conclusion,

there has been an important
change in
perspective (from negative to positive)
in the study
of

bilingualism.

Partially due to this change in
perspective
and partially because of the emergence
of bilingual education programs in this country (Zamora,
1978), an increasing
body of literature attempts to describe
the different aspects
of bilingualism.
The studies vary from sociological,
educational, and psychological content.

From the design of

curricula to the description of language
acquisition, all
these reports point to the same fact: the need
for

equal

educational opportunities for cultural minorities, and
the
responsibility of society to provide it. Because educational systems should be responsible to the whole society
it

serves and not only to a majority group, and because Education should respond to the children it serves, children

with different language and/or culture should not be changed
and shaped to fit the system, but rather the opposite.

Being "different" should not be a problem for bilingual
groups but a challenge for Education.

if it is true that

education is equitable and impartial, bilingual (pluralistic)
education seems to be the only answer.

CHAPTER

II

OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE ON BILINGUAL'

S

CODE-SWITCHING

Introduction

Bilingualism entails contact between two languages
and two cultures.

Although languages overlap in great

degree because in many ways they represent the same reality,
bi Unguals manage to keep them apart and organized in such
a way that enables them to communicate effectively with

speakers of both linguistic communities.

keep their languages apart?
organized in memory?

How can bilinguals

How are both linguistic codes

How can bilinguals change from one

code to the other without great effort and confusion?

what

is happening in those instances in which the bilingual

shifts repeatedly from one language to the other, and the
two languages being used together?

How efficient is com-

How is this communication

munication in this fashion?
organized?

How do bilinguals learn to coordinate their

languages?

Attempting to answer some of these questions,

linguists, sociologists, and psychologists have investigated

linguistic interference and code-switching.

Linguistic Interference
Interference was the first term used to describe those
instances in which bilinguals failed to keep their languages
apart.

•

Interference has been defined as:
17

.

.
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"the rearrangement of patterns
that result from the introduction
of foreign elements into the more
highly structured domains of language, such as the bulk of the
phonemic systems, a large part
of the morphology and syntax, and
some areas of the vocabulary
(Weinrich, 1953)",

and as "deviations from the norm of either language
which

occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their

familiarity with more than one language (Weinrich, 1953)."
It is evident that the term interference is loaded with

pejorative connotations for the layperson (Redlinger, 1976)
In a effort to reduce as much as possible these connotations,

various new terms were coined, such as:

transference,

lin-

guistic acculturation, and borrowing (Redlinger, 1976)
Nevertheless, these terms were confusing because they did
not distinguish between cases of languages in contact, such
as the loan of a term from one language to another e.g.

"gestalt" from German to English.

Haugen (1956) makes the

best distinction of these different cases.

He distinguishes

three different stages of diffusion of language A on language
B:

"switching,

ference,

the alternate use of two languages;

inter-

the over- lapping of two languages, when two systems

are simultaneously applied to a linguistic item; and inte-

gration/ the regular use of material from one language in

another,

so that there is no longer switching or overlapping

except in the historical sense (Haugen, 1956)."

Integration

.
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refers mainly to linguistic loans accepted
by the majority
of the linguistic community.
Interference results as an
hybrid of the two languages, that does not
follow the norms
of either language A or language B
Spanglish (New york
City-Puerto Ricans Spanish) terms such as "marketa"
would
belong to this case before Spanglish became a
dialect with
its own norms.
Switching or code-switching, "the alternate
.

use of two languages", seems to include the major body
of
cases when languages are not kept apart. Interference
and

integration are the exceptions.
Code-Switching
Code- switching occurs when a bilingual introduces a

completely unintegrated word or words from language A into
a

language B context.

It is the use of either language with

extended switches into the other at the phrase, clause, or
sentence level throughout a conversation (Vald£s-Fallis,
1978)

.

Switches can occur in semantic, lexical, syntactic,

morphological, and phonological aspects of languages.

The

study of code-switching has focused on cognitive aspects
(memory storage)

,

and sociological aspects (sociological

parameters of code-switching, community rules, etcetera)

We will discuss first the cognitive research, and later the
sociolinguist ic studies.

.
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Cognitive Studies
The cognitive research on code switching led to
the

Independent-interdependence Theory of bilingual memory.
The independence model represents bilingual memory by
two

functionally independent storage and retrieval systems (one
for each linguistic code) that interact in cases of trans-

lations (Kolers, 1963; L6pez and Young, 1974; Young and
Webber, 1967)

.

The interdependence model assumes that all

the information is in a single memory store.

Kolers (1963) states that information is language
tagged and stored in a form specific to the language the

individual used to define the experience to himself /herself
Accordingly, it would be impossible to retrieve in language
B an experience tagged in language A without translating.

Using five semantic categories in a word-association experiment where subjects were asked to write the first word
that came to mind other than the translation or the same
word, Kolers

(1963)

independence model.

interprets his data as support for the

Another of his experiments (1964)

required subjects to practice saying either the native al-

phabet or the second language alphabet, and then to repeat
the other alphabet backwards.

Errors in the second trial

would be categorized as evidence for interdependence:
absence of error would support the independence model.

the

His

data led him to conclude that memory storage in bi Unguals
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is language specific,

and each storage is independent

ft
:rom

the other because there is no
evidence of positive transfer.

Nevertheless, McCormack (1974, 1977)
reports opposite findings in studies made by Dalrympie-Alf
ord in a similar setting.
The concept of transfer has been the
core of the independence- interdependece issue. Basically,
transfer entails
that if the storage system is independent
a recall task wou]d
not be facilitated by a familiarization
trial with words in
the other language.
if there is a common supralinguistic
storage,

the same experience would facilitate the
task in-

m

creasing the score for correct recall.

the typical ex-

perimental task a list of words is presented to the
subject.
Then a free recall test is done, that is, the subject

has to

identify in another list of words those that were previously

presented to him/her.

Transfer is measured in terms of

words correctly recalled.

Using this framework the advocates

for the interdependence model have concluded that there is

evidence of transfer, in other words,

a

supralinguistic

store is the best way to characterize bilingual memory.
Some researches (Lambert, Halveka, and Crosby, 1967;

Jacobovits and Lambert, 1961; Segalowitz and Lambert, 1969;

Lambert and Rawlings, 1969; Lambert, 1972) have attempted
to clarify the Independence-Interdependence Theory by

introducing the coordinate- compound distinction as
struct to understand bilingual memory.

a con-

In extreme situations
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compound bilingual would have a compounded
(single) memory
store and encoding and decoding system, and the
coordinate
bilingual would have two coordinated encoding and
decoding
a

systems and memory systems (Haugen, 1956).

m

this way the

coordinate-compound distinction is no longer just

a

way of

classifying bilinguals but a construct that implies storage

organization in memory.

Therefore, memory organization is a

function of acquisition contexts.
Semantic satiation studies show differences between

coordinates and compounds that suggest differences in memory
storage.

The basic principle is that for a linguistic symbol

meaning decreases as a result of its continued presentation.
Using French-English bilinguals, Jacobovits and Lambert (1961]
found that although compounds showed cross-language satiation
as predicted,

coordinates showed "generation" of meaning.

They hypothesized that coordinates, having two memory stores,

will be little or not at all affected by satiation.

The re-

sults indicated not only that, but an additive effect of

meaning generation.

Although the data provided by the com-

pound bilinguals support the interdependence model for these
bilinguals, the data for the coordinates indirectly support
the independence model.

Definitely, the data do not contra-

dict the model, but the authors fail to explain the reason

behind the generation of meaning.
Using Osgood's semantic differential method, Lambert,

s

.
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Havelka and Crosby (1967) show as predicted
that coordinates
show a signified greater difference in
meanings than compound
bilinguals. They concluded that "language
acquisition

context

does influence the functional separation of
the bilingual'
two languages (1967)."
using mixed language

lists and reactiai

time, bilinguals show generalization within
and across other

language synonyms.

The main principle for categorizing is

semantic properties, although language can be a clue for

categorization.

This language clue is emphasized more by

coordinates while compounds prefer the semantic clue
(Segalowitz and Lambert, 1969)

An experimental task for

.

search of "core concepts" such as table from a mixed- language
list such as chaise

,

food

,

desk

,

bois

,

manger shows that

coordinates make more errors while compounds are more efficient in finding solutions.

This,

the authors conclude,

verified the notion that coordinated language codes are independent, thereby requiring more across- language processing,
thus resulting in more errors; while compounded systems

berefit

by interdependence (Lambert and Rawlings, 1969)
Another experimental paradigm used to test differences
between coordinates and compound bilinguals is the Stroop
Test.

When an auditory bilingual version of the Stroop Test

is used,

subjects are unable to ignore the semantic aspects

of stimuli, even though they have no difficulty in keeping

their two languages functionally apart.

The Stroop Test

.
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consists of color words (red, yellow)
printed in semantically
contradictory ink, e.g., the word red printed
in green.
The
tendency in subjects is to read the word
even though they
are supposed to name the ink color.
The auditory bilingual
Stroop Test would require subjects to name
the pitch (high
or low) using English or French in which
the words higji and
low (and their French translation)

are spoken.

the language choice hardly occur.

A low produced in a high

Errors in

pitch will produce more errors than stimuli in English
that

were just preceeded by

a

stimulus in French.

The major

source of interference is the semantic aspects of the stimuli,

although physical characteristics of the stimuli words

result in some interference (Hammers and Lambert, 1972)

Lambert also looked at aphasic bilingual patients, and
after studying the history of language acquisition of each,
found that the effects of the aphasic condition differed

along the coordinate-compound distinction.

The analysis of

the cases is consistent with the theory of independence-in-

terdependence memory storage.

The author indicated that

"coordinate bilinguals should have more functionally separated neural structures underlying their languages than should

compound bilinguals (Lambert, 1972)."

In conclusion, Lam-

bert states that although the analysis is in accord with the

theoretical framework, alternative explanations have to be
included at present.
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McNamara,

(1971)

explored the bilingual'

interpret linguistically mixed passages.

s

capacity to

He designed four

experiments involving different aspects of code-switching.
The first study required the subject to read continuous

paragraphs in English and French or mixed paragraphs, and
the time spent in reading was measured.

The overall result

was that language switching took an observable amount of
time.

The second and third of these experiments required

the participants to judge the truth or falsehood of written

sentences.

Responses to unilingual sentences in the subject's

native tongue tend to be faster than responses to unilingual
sentences in the second language.

Besides, responses to

mixed sentences were slower to unilingual ones, and the

effects

of increasing the number of switches was roughly additive.

The last study asked the subjects to judge the truth or

falsehood of spoken sentences.

These findings corresponded

closely to those of the previous experiments.

This is some

of the evidence the author used to develop another theoretical

framework that accounts for the encoding-decoding systems
of bilinguals.

The Two-Switch model states that there is

one switch to regulate the choice of the linguistic code to

be used interpreting speech, and another to govern the se-

lection of the linguistic code for production.

The output

switch is under voluntary control while the input switch is

automatic and an attempt to put it under voluntary control
results in disfunction.

The output and input switches
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function "sequentially and independently.-

McNamara concludes
that "language switches are unlikely
to be random events."
in summary, the congnitive studies
suggest that codeswitching is an organized process, not
a random one.
There
have been different attempts to
explain the memory organization
of bilinguals.
The two main theories are
Independence
interdependence Theory, and the Two Switch
Theory. Although
these two theories are regarded as memory
models
s

for bilinguals

it may be that they are concerned
with different aspects of

memory and one does not contradict the other.

The Indepen-

dence-Interdependence Theory is concerned with memory
storage,
which is in many ways a concept that describes a
quasi-static
structure-storage. The Two Switch Theory describes

linguistic

input and output.

These two concepts refer to processes and

being so, it describes a dynamic and constantly changing
phenomenon.

Nevertheless, we would like to indicate that all

these studies dealt with short term memory.

Besides, no

effort

is made to differentiate between word recall and sentence

recall, as well as differences between recall and production
tasks.

Now we will examine the sociological parameters that

have been studied as a mean to explore other organizational
aspects in code-switching.

Sociolinquistic Studies
The. data that has been reviewed above involve code-
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switching in experimental settings.

This condition

U-s manipulative by definition and the
subjects are one way or
the
other forced to switch.
mdeed, bilinguals sw.tch
spontanea^
in naturalistic settings.
It is very natural in
every day life. Even children
at very early ages exhibit
this behavior. McClure and
Wentz have studied code-switching
in Mexican American children
in naturalistic settings.
They
attempted to determine the nature of
code-switching, that
is,

when does it occur in development,
in what social contexts,
and by means of what grammatical
forms.
McClure and McClure (1974), McClure and
Wentz (1975a,
1975b), and Wentz and McClure (1975)
conducted a
series of

studies on children's code-switching.
semantic,

Linguistic (i.e.

syntactic, morphological, and phonological)
and

sociolinguistic (i.e. topic, setting, role,
participant)
parameters of code switching were considered.

These studies

not only confirm what others (Rubin, 1972;
Ervin-Tripp, 1964;
Gumperz, 1964) already pointed out, that is, that code-

switching

occurs under specific conditions, but also established
that

children can select "freely from two codes which they control
to convey social meaning (McClure and Wentz,

1974)."

As soon

as the child can separate the two codes the child would use

English with English-speaking people and Spanish with Spanishspeaking individuals.

Topic does not have as much weight in

determining switching as participants.

Nevertheless, some
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topics such as family, child care, foods, are more likely
to
be discussed in one language (Spanish) than in the other
(English)

Setting or place where the conversation is

.

place affects code- switching too.
relative.

However,

taking

its effects is

For example, one code might be used at home more

frequently, but the other code might occur sometimes.

Code-

switching is also a function of role shifts and relationship

between the speaker and the listener.
Code switching can be used for stylistic purposes, too.
In children's production,

switching can indicate:

emphasis,

topicalization, explication, elaboration on previous production,

.

.

repetition, commentary, and affect- loaded content.
In the same study,

4

looking at the grammatical parameters,

the authors found that switching is more common at the lexical

level predominantly involving nouns and occuring less frequently
in adjectives,

adverbs, and verbs.

These switches occur most

frequently between major constituents and between determiner
and noun.

There is a strong concordance between determiners and

verbs (Wentz and McClure, 1975), that is

a

Spanish determiner

would be typically followed by a Spanish verb even if there
is an English noun between them.

Less affinity has been

observed between adjectives and verbs.

In mixed noun phrases,

the determiner seems to indicate if a mixed noun phrase is

basically English or Spanish, the determiner is the criteria

"
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used for evaluation.

The adjective placement rule
followed
is that of the language of the
adjective.
Spanish adjective
will follow the noun and English
adjectives will preceed
nouns.
in those instances in which these
"rules' are ignored
the speaker will correct himself
Aerself spontaneously, or
other speaker will correct her/him.

These observations led the authors to
conclude that
there are acceptable and unacceptable
switches.

Unacceptable

switches are rare in fluent bilinguals.

The rules of accep-

tability should range for all possible linguistic
combination,
although the only two discussed are noun phrase marking
and

adjective placement mentioned above.

5

The switches observed

include various 'types' of switching; that is, single
word
switches, phrase switches,

sentence switches.

intrasentential switches, and

full

in an attempt to determine more specific

organizational structure Wents and McClure (1975) make the

distinction between two kinds of code-switching:
mixing and code-changing.

code-

Although both are code-switching,

code-mixing requires "conflicts between the grammatical systems involved, which are resolved generally by syntactic

principles which take both systems into account", while

code-changing is "characterized by long segments of switched
material, and it seems to entail a complete shifting of

grammatical 'gears' as it were (Wentz and McClure, 1975 ).
Code-mixing implies that the sentence has a base
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language.

English words and expressions that have
been
as part of Spanish are typically cases
of code-mixing.

ccined

Code-changing, as defined by the authors,
includes
switches in longer segments such as shifts
between sentences.
Nevertheless, in the data some intrasentential
shifts are
also analyzed as code-changing.

We would like to suggest

here that the definitions provided by Wents and
McClure (1975)
are too difuse and it is difficult to determine
what is a
"short" or "long" segment in discourse.

As they very well

express, even for competent bilinguals evaluators, it is

difficult to judge which language a particular sentence is
in.

Summarizing, cognitive studies as well as socio linguistic

research clearly indicate that code-switching is not

a chaotic

random behavior but rather an organized, systematic behavior.

Various attempts have been made to describe different aspects
of the nature of its organizational structure.

cognitive

studies suggest some sort of memory organization, whose specific nature is still not clear.

Sociolinguistic research

specifies various sociological determinants of code-switching

which seem quite clear in the communities studied.

it is

unclear if those determinants (listeners, linguistic competence,
topic,

setting, and speakers role) might change as we change

populations, and it is also unclear if those parameters will

affect switching in seminaturalistic settings.

Some efforts

.
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in translating the effects of social
environments upon codeswitching in grammatical terms indicate some
clear parameters

such as adjective placement.

in the same manner,

it is unclear

if these are specific to that population or
universal across

bilinguals
The major purpose of the present study is to obtain

data on code switching among Spanish bilingual children.
The nature of this study is exploratory,

we will attempt

to construct clearer definitions of code-mixing and code-

changing (Wentz and McClure, 1975).
to find grammatical parameters

An effort will be made

(McClure and Wentz, 1975)

specific to code-mixing and code-changing.

The operation

of sociolinguistic parameters (McClure and Wentz, 1975) and
to what extent they occur will be explored in seminaturalis-

tic environments.

Finally, we will aspire to analyze how

those sociolinguistic parameters interact and/or overlap

with code-mixing and code-changing.

.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Subjects

Twenty Spanish-speaking bilingual
children from
Amherst and Springfield, Massachusetts
participated.

Their
ages ranged from six to ten years of
age and all were Puerto
Ricans. Nine were females and eleven were
males.

Four were recruited by personal contact
of the experimenter with the parents. The other sixteen
were recruited

from a summer camp for Puerto Rican children.

The children

were competent bilinguals based on the parents
or teachers'
evaluations
The experimenter was a Puerto Rican female bilingual.

Materials
The stimulus materials consisted of forty-three color

pictures.

The pictures illustrated stories about a Puerto

Rican family.

The family consisted of the father, the mother

one boy of about seven years, one girl of about eight years,

and a baby.

The stories involved everyday life activities.

The five stories constructed were:

At home in the morning,

At school, Playing, Helping with the House chores, and At a

Party (See Appendix A)

.

Each picture was a 10 X 10 inch card.

These drawings were hand made by a Puerto Rican art student.
This was important because the pictures should be constructed
32
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in a way that will be familiar with most Puerto Rican children

and to do so experiencing the culture was

a must.

The pic-

tures were structured through the manipulation of the following social parameters hypothesized to affect code-switching:

participants, topic, role, and setting.

in other words,

situations and characters were manipulated in the drawings
in such a way that if these parameters affect code- switching

in a seminaturalistic setting,

the subjects would consistently

switch in accordance with the manipulations (See Appendix

B)

To collect the subject's responses a Sharp Cassette
tape recorder model RD-492AV was used.

Procedure
This study was conducted using individual sessions for

each subject.

Each experimental session ranged from 15 to

30 minutes aproximately depending on the extent of the sub-

jects'

responses.
For the four subjects recruited directly through the

parents,

the experimental sessions took place at the exper-

For the sixteen subjects in the summer

imenter's house.
camp,

the experimental sessions took place at the camp.

All

the subjects were familiarized with the experimenter by the

time the experimental session took place.

Two different types of instructions were constructed
(See Appendix C)

.

Each had English-Spanish code-switches
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at the intrasentential level and between
sentences,

instructions set A was the reverse of Instructions
set
in other words, each utterance in Spanish in
set
was
A

English in set B and vice-versa.

B,

in

The administration of

instruction in such a fashion set the atmosphere for the

experiment because the experimenter served as

a

model for

the subjects to facilitate the subject's ease with code-

switching.
so that,

Subjects were assigned to set A and B at random,

10 subjects had set A and 10 subjects had set B.

After the experimenter read the instructions and
started the recorder, she proceeded with the experimental
task.

The pictures were presented to the subjects by sets,

that is, all the cards of Story
time.

I

were presented at the same

They were laid out side by side and the subjects were

encouraged to go through them from left to right.

After the

child finished responding to the cards of Story

the

I,

experimenter presented the cards of Story II, and so on until
all stories were presented to the subject.

The experimenter

did not have any verbal interaction with the child while
she/he was responding.
stories,

If the child desired a break between

the experimenter provided a few minutes break.

Basically, the child's task was to produce a story following
the picture.

In the story he/she should change from Spanish

to English and vice-versa as he/she wished but was encouraged

to do so as frequently as possible.
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Analysis
The analysis of the data focussed
on three main
variables: code-switches (mixing and
changing)
social
parameters, (participants, topic, role, and
setting), and
,

grammatical parameters (parts of speech,
clause boundary,
adjective placement, repetitions, hesitations).
More specifically we looked at the frequency
of code-

mixing vs. code-changing.
(1)

Code-mixing

We defined these terms as follows:
- a

short (one or two words)

insertion of language A in a language B

context

(A list

will be considered equivalent

to a single word)

There might or might not

.

be a grammatical conflict between language

A and language B segments.
ical conflicts are possible,

Limited grammatsuch as adjective

placement, which differs between English and
Spanish.
(2)

Code-changing

-

a

long (one or more clauses)

insertions of language A before or after a
language B segment.

There is a "shift of

grammatical gears", in other words, segments in language A follow the grammar of
language A and segments of language B follow
the grammar of language B.

:
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Those English interjections, such as
O.K., that have
been integrated to the Spanish vocabulary
of these children
were labeled as neutral, that is, neither
Spanish nor English.
The data were coded for the following
grammatical

parameters
(1)

clause boundary switches

(2)

parts of speech
a-

nouns

b-

verbs

c-

adjectives

d-

adverbs

e-

pronouns

f-

articles

g-

conjunctions

h-

prepositions

i-

loans

(3)

adjective placement

(4)

repetitions

(5)

hesitations

(6)

un-classif iable

It was our concern to find differences in frequency of

switches associated with these grammatical parameters.

We

attempted to see if code-mixes and code-changes were associated more with some grammatical forms than with others, and

whether this association differed between code-mixes, and
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code-changes.

Further, we tried to determine whether
switches

occur significantly more frequently at clause
boundaries than
elsewhere, and if children preferred mixes or
changes
for

clause boundary switches.

After the data were collected the tapes were

transcribed.

The transcribed stories were translated to English and divided

by clauses.

A clause was defined as an action unit.

it

includes a verb (present or implied) plus other words (Ford
& Holmes,

1978)

.

The beginning of a clause is the beginning

of a sentence, or in a sentence with multiple clauses a

coordinate conjuction, a subordinate conjunction,
pronoun, a special story telling device (such as:

And now, Then Ahora, Un d£a)
clause.

,

a

relative
There is,

or the end of the previous

The end of the clause is the end of the sentence

or when all the noun arguments mentioned in the action unit

have been stated.
The experimenter coded the original stories for code-

switches by marking these switches in the text of the stories.
The experimenter then analyzed the code-mixes and the code-

changes separately.

First a tabulation of code-mixes by grammatical form

was done.

The criterion followed, was that the first word of

each mix served the index for classification.

In other words,

in cases of code-mixes with more than one word (as in la

nena

)

the first word determined its grammatical class

(in _la
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nena the article

la)

T he code-mixes were also coded
for

.

repetitions and hesitations.

One new class was developed:

unclassifiable words, all those words or sounds
that the
experimenter could not indentify.
The code-mixes were then tabulated for beginning
or

ending clauses.

Each time a code-mix began or ended

clause was recorded,

a

we also tabulated those instances in

which a code-mix was followed by another code-mix.

All

the noun code-mixes were examined for conflict or agreement

with the other language article.

in other words,

all the

noun code-mixes (that by definition had the article in the
other language) were examined to find if the article followed the grammar of the basic language in the clause, or was
in conflict with the basic language in the clause.

cally

those ncun

Specifi-

code-mixes where the English noun had

a

Spanish article, were checked for agreement of the gender

used in the Spanish article following the Spanish grammar.
Observing that a considerable part of the code-mixes
were nouns, and that

a

considerable amount of the noun code

mixes ended clauses; we proceeded to determine if there was
a

preference for ending clauses with noun code-mixes.

We

tabulated the total number of clauses produced, the number
of clauses that ended in nouns and in non-nouns, and finally
the number of noun code-mixes that ended clauses.

The code changes were tabulated for starting at the

.
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beginning of the clause, not starting at
the beginning of
clause, ending at the end of the clause,
and not ending at
the end of the clause.
The code-changes were also tabulated for being followed by code-changes
(beginning

of clause

code-change and non beginning of clause code-change)
or followed by code mix.
The sociolinguistic parameters were intended to
elicit
changes in the content of the stories that will
correspond
to each type of sociolinguistic parameter.

The sociolinguis-

tic parameters were coded for changes in:
(1)

participant-linguistic competences as
judged by the child based on the ethnic

appearance of the characters in the
pictures
(2)

topic

(3)

setting

(4)

role of the speaker in relation to the

-

listener

food, games, kinship.

home, park, school, party.

-

-

son, peer, sister, student.

The four sociolinguistic parameters presupposed that
the child would identify with different characters in the

pictures and would change perspective accordingly.
It was our interest to find if changes in these social

variables provoked changes in code in

a

systematic way in

the semi-naturalistic setting of the experimental task.

An

effort was made to see if code-mixes and/or code-changes are

.
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elicited by specific sociolinguistic parameters.

In other

words, we were interested in describing any
differential

organizational pattern between code-mixes and
code-changes
determined by sociolinguistic parameters. We aimed
to

specify, for example, if changes in the listener's
ethnic

appearance (participant parameter) provoked switches; and
if there was a preference between mixing and
changing in the

participant switches.

The same analysis was followed for

each social parameter, according to the social manipulations
in the pictures

(See Appendix B)

In order to do so, a coding system was designed

Appendix

B)

.

(See

The experimenter and an independent judge took

the English translation of the stories and indicated where
in the text of the stories

(according to the coding system)

there was an indication of change in any of the four sociological parameters (participant, role, topic, and setting).

They indicated changes in participant and setting by marking
the exact word that indicated it.

Role and topic changes

were marked at the beginning of the clause.

After this pro-

cedure was completed for all the data, the stories coded for

sociological parameters were compared with the same stories
coded for code-switches.

The number of times in which so-

ciological changes coincided with code mixes and/or codechanges were tabulated for each subject.

.

CHAPTER

IV

Results
The analysis of the data shows that of the
total of
440 code-switches,

changes.

Table

1

100 were code-mixes and 340 were code-

shows the distribution of code-switches

by story (all tables show means accompanied by their

9

5%

confidence intervals as calculated from the between-subjects
score distributions)

by subject.

and Appendix D shows the code-switches

The sample produced 3.4 times as many code-

changes as code mixes (See Appendix

I)

The analysis of the code-mixes by grammatical form in-

dicated that noun mixes were the most frequent.
of 100 code-mixes were noun mixes.

Forty-eight

Conjunction and article

code-mixes were in second and third place respectively (See

Table

2

and Appendix

E)

.

Further analysis indicated that

most of the code-mixes ended a clause (58/100) and that noun
code-mixes were the most frequent of the code-mixes ending
clauses (49/58)

(See Table

3

and Appendix

902 clauses was produced by the subjects.

H)

.

A total of

Of those 902

clauses, 603 ended in a noun and 299 ended in non-nouns.

Twenty-three code-mixes began clauses and

19

code-mixes were

in the middle of the clause.

The large proportion of noun code-mixes ending clauses
(49/58)

suggested that maybe it is more likely to code-mix
41
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Table

1

Code-switches by Story

Story

Code- switches

Mixes

Changes

Total

Story

I

14

59

73

Story

2

18

82

100

Story

3

31

105

136

Story 4

14

36

50

Story

23

58

81

5

TOTAL

100 * 9

340 ± 11

440 ± 16

Confidence interval = 95%
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Table

2

Code-mixes by Parts of Speech

Code-mixes

i

Total

Nouns

58

Verbs

6

Adverbs

9

Articles

Adjectives

14
0

Conjunctions

14

Prepositions

0

Repetitions

2

Hesitations

5

Loans

3

TOTAL

100 * 9

Confidence Interval = 95%
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Table

3

Code-mixes by Parts of Speech and Location in the clause

Parts of Speech

Location in the clause

Beqinninq

Middle

End

Nouns

1

8

49

Verbs

2

4

0

Adverbs

6

1

2

Articles

9

2

2

Adjectives

0

0

0

Coniunct ions

5

4

5

Prepositions

0

0

0

TOTAL

23 ± 2

19 ±

2

58 i 13

Confidence Interval = 95%
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at nouns ending clauses than at nouns
in other positions.
To verify this, the probabilities of
code-mixing on nouns
at beginning, middle and end of the
clause were calculated.

To do this the ratio of noun mixes at
the beginning of the
clause given the total number of nouns used
at the beginning of the clause was calculated for each
subject.
The
same procedure was followed for noun mixes at
the middle of
the clause and at the end of the clause.

The probability

of a noun code-mix at the beginning of the clause
was 0.077,

and at the middle was 0.024.

The probability of a noun code-

mix at the end of the clause was 0.0 82.

An analysis of var-

iance indicated there was no difference among these proba-

bilities, F(2,48) = 1.87, in other words, it is not more
likely to make a noun code-mix at the beginning or end of a

clause than at the middle of a clause.

Another analysis of the noun code-mixes indicates that
of the 58 noun code-mixes, 28 used no article and 35 used an

article.

Of those that used an article, 20 had the article

in the other language, and 15 of those 20 had a Spanish

article where the use of gender did not follow the Spanish

grammar (See Appendix

F)

.

This was the only kind of gram-

matical conflict that appeared

in-

the sample.

These "con-

flicts" were specific to very few words such as: party, bus,
tree, leaves, and tray.

Most of these "conflicts" are con-

sidered proper by this linguistic community.

.
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Of the 100 code-mixes produced
only 17 were followed

by another code-mix (See Appendix

G)

.

On the other hand,

58 of those 100 code-mixes were followed
by a code-change.

For example, Ahora (code-mix)

is time

(code-change) para

ir a la escuela y su m ama esta
abriendo la puerta para el
nino)

The other 25 code-mixes were at the
end of the stories.
Of the 340 code-changes produced 199
were followed by
another code-change (... esta saliendose dg
a silla para
q ue
no se moja.
Ahora la nina, ahora la mama esta
.

1

)

(code-change)

cleaning the mess (code-change) y despues va a
seguir comiendo)

•

0ne hundred and four code-changes were followed
by

a code-mix

(Jessie wa s the smallest

era primero para jugar (code-mix)
Y el hermando de

.

.

.

.)

(code-change) America

jump-rope

)

(code-change)

.

)

The analysis of the code-changes showed that 266 of the

code-changes started at the beginning of the clause and

74

did not start at the beginning of the clause; 263 of the

code-changes ended at the end of the clause, while 77 did
not end at the end of the clause (See Table

4)

.

The final

analysis of the code-changes indicated that half of the
stories ended in a code-change.

This analysis agrees with

what the distribution of code-mixes and code-changes suggested, that is, bilingual children do organize their speech by

clauses, like monolinguals do, even when using their two

languages interchangeably.
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Table 4

Code-changes by their Location in the clause

Changes at
Changes not at
the beginning the beginning
of the clause of the clause
266 *

2

74 *

2

Changes at
the end of
the clause
263 *

2

Changes not
at the end
of clause
77 i 2

Confidence Interval

=

95%
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Table

5

Code-changes

Code-changes

Followed by a code-change
Begins

Followed by code-mix

Ending
clause

Does not
begin clause

Clause
170 ±

3

29 ± 0

104 ±

2

Confidence interval = 95%

64*

2
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The sociolinguistic parameters were
coded as follows:
For the Topic and Role parameters it was
determined that any

clause that introduced the new topic or role
was regarded
as a response to the manipulation of the
sociolinguistic

parameter.

That is, the unit of response to the Topic

and Role sociolinguistic parameters was taken to
be a whole
clause, not a single word.

This was so defined because the

author considered it unlikely that subjects could express

responses to Topic and Role parameters in only one word.

Nevertheless, the coding system was sensitive enough to encode those few cases in which the speaker did express

response to the parameter in one or two words.

a

The Partici-

pant and Setting parameters required only one word or phrase
to indicate a response to those sociological variables.

The coding of these four sociolinguistic parameters was done
in the English translation of the transcripts.

After coding

all the stories in this way, this coding was compared with

the one done before for code-switches.

Whenever the first

phrase or word of a clause indicating changes in Topic or
Role coincided with a code-mix in the coding by switches,
that was regarded as a Topic or Role code-mix.

On the

other hand, whenever a clause indicated changes corresponding to Topic and Role, and those changes coincided with a

code-change in the coding by switches, that was regarded as

Topic or Role code-change.

One-phrase (or one word) Partic-

ipant and Setting changes that coincided with code-mixes in
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the coding by switches were regarded
as Participant or

Setting code-mixes.

Whenever the Participant or Setting

changes began a clause that coincided
with
in the coding by switches,

a

code-change

that response was regarded as

Participant or Setting code-change.
The pictures of the experimental task
included 29 Participant manipulations, 12 Topic manipulations,
10 Role

manipulations and

8

Setting manipulations for each subject.

Of the 580 total of potential responses to the
manipulations
for Participant, the subjects responded

3

33 times.

Of

those 333 times that the manipulation actually elicited

responses from the subjects, 35 of those responses were
code-switches, 30 code-changes, and

5

code-mixes.

The

Topic manipulation had a total of 240 portential responses,
and 187 times the subjects actually responded to the Topic

manipulation.

Of those 187 responses to the Topic manipu-

lation, 91 were code-switches with 72 code-changes and 20

code-mixes.

Role had 200 total potential responses and 106

times the subjects actually responded to the Role manipulation.

Of the 106 responses to the Role manipulation, 24

were code-changes and no code-mixes were produced.

The

Setting manipulation that had 160 potential responses, and
24 actual responses, but no code-switches.

Sign tests were performed.

(See Table 6.)

They indicate that subjects

were more likely to code-change than to code-mix for Participant (p<. 002), Topic (p<.001), and Role (p<.001).
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Table

6

Code-switches by Sociological Parameters

Sociological Parameters
Partic ipant

Code
mix

Setting

Tof )ic

Code
Code
Change mix
i

Code
Change

Role

Code Code
mix Change
1

Total

Code Code
mix Change

M

5

30
35 * 1

20

71

91 * 1

0

0
0

0

24
24 * 0

CH
,

|

25 125

150 i 1

Confidence interval = 95%
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Further analysis was required to
obtain evidence regarding the effect of the sociolinguistic
parameters in
code-switching.
The ratio of Participant
code-changes
(code-mixes were disregarded given that
the production of
this type of switch was very small)
to number of responses
to the Participant parameter was
calculated for
each sub-

ject.

The same was done for the Topic and Role
parameter.
(Setting was eliminated because it did not
elicit any

switches at all.)

Also the ratio of the total number of

code-changes that did not correspond to the sociolinguistic
parameters over the number of clauses that did not refer
to
the sociolinguistic parameters, was calculated for
each

subject.

The probability of making

a

code-change given

that Participant parameter elicited a response was 0.101;
the probability of Topic eliciting a response was 0.373,

and for Role was 0.218.

The probability of making a code-

change in all the remaining clauses, that is, where there
was no response to a sociolinguistic parameter involved,
was 0.2 85.

An analysis of variance was performed and indicated
that the effect of sociolinguistic parameters was significant

(F

The

(3,57)

= 11.147;

Scheffe"

p<.001):

Test indicated that the probability of

code-changing was significantly less (p<.05) when Participant was involved than when there was no sociolinguistic
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manipulation involved and when Topic
was involved.
The
probability was also significantly
less when Role was involved than when there was a Topic
manipulation involved.
It is evident that the effect
of the Participant para-

meter was inhibiting in relation to
the production of codeswitches rather than eliciting language
shifts, while the
other parameters neither inhibited nor
elicited
code-

changes..

CHAPTER

V

Conclusions
The results of this study
suggest the existence of
systematic patterns of code-switching
on several levels
of language production for
bilinguals.
an attempt to
make better sense out of the data
the author will discuss
some aspects of language production,
having as guidelines
the following questions:
Is code-switching rule governed?
If so, what is the nature of the
rule system?

m

Language is the major instrument for human
communication.

Communication entails two basic activities:
speaking
and listening.
These two processes are complex.
Speaking,

producing speech, is basically an instrumental
act.

Speak-

ers talk because they wish to have some effect
on their

listeners.

This intention of affecting the listeners

through speech requires two types of activity: planning
and

execution (Clark and Clark, 1977).

Depending on the effect

the speaker wants to have on the listener, he/she proceeds
to plan what he/she wants to say and puts the plan into ex-

ecution by uttering the words that will constitute the
clauses and sentences.

Nevertheless, the division between

planning and execution is not clear-cut.
(Clark and Clark, 1977)

Evidence suggests

that at any moment speakers are

usually planning what to say next while executing what they
54
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had planned before.

in other words, speakers
seem to

b<

doing a little of both—planning and
executing— at the
same time.

Clark and Clark (1977) suggest

a

hierarchical outline

that roughly summarizes the way in which
speech is planned
and executed.
According to this outline, first the speaker
decides the type of discourse he/she is participating
in.

Each kind of discourse has a different structure
and the

speaker must plan accordingly.

Then the speaker selects

the sentence that will carry the right message.

Here the

decisions involve selection of subject, given and new information, what is going to be subordinated to what, and finally, what devices are going to be used to convey the message.

Next, the speaker proceeds by planning the sentence's con-

stituents.

When the words are chosen, the form and articu-

latory program that will be executed ending up with the

discourse, is planned.
This unpolished sketch of the speech act ignores

a

series of considerations that are involved in the accom-

plishment of communicating.

Basically, these considera-

tions are not purely linguistic but rather referent to the

whole communication scene.
(1)

The speaker's message is going to be

affected by the listener's knowledge.

.

(2)

The speaker expects the listener
to

assume that he/she is trying to
be

cooperative and truthful.
(3)

Speakers expect their listeners to
assume they will talk about compre-

hensive events.
(4)

The speaker will address the listener
in concordance with the social context.

(5)

In absence of a ready made linguistic

device, the speaker will use the best
of those available

(Clark and Clark,

1977)

These are some of the considerations involved and some
of the processes a speaker must engage in to be successful.

That is, to organize the flow of information so that by the
end of the discourse, all the pertinent information has

been expressed and understood.

Discourse has two types of structures: hierarchical
and local.

The hierarchical plan indicates to the speaker

where to begin, how to proceed, what to make prominent, and

where to end; he/she has to follow this structure regardless
of the type of discourse.

The local plan refers to each

sentence that has to be planned locally (Clark and Clark,
19 77)

.

In planning a sentence the speaker has three cate-

gories of options: propositional content,

illocutionary

.

.
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content, and thematic structure.

The speaker must decide

what events he/she wants to talk
about; this corresponds
to the prepositional content.
Also the speaker must decid
e
in which position he/she would
convey the message
(e.g.

a statement or a command)

illocutionary content.

;

as

this is included under the

Next, the speaker must decide
what

he/she wants as a subject, and what
framework will he/she
use, that is, the thematic structure
of
the sentences.

Here the speaker will decide what would
be the frame and
what the insert; and what use of given
information he/she
will make or what new information the
speaker will give
(Clark and Clark, 1977)
At the core of the sentence to be planned
are the

clauses, units that reflect what the speaker wants
to express.

The way in which planning has been described sug-

gests that the speaker decides all the sentence's parts
all
at once and says the sentence.

This is not so.

The oppo-

site, obtaining and saying a word and go and search for the

next, is obviously incorrect (Clark and Clark, 1977)

Speakers seem to do something somewhat in between these two
extremes in the process of planning and executing a sentence

Speakers plan more than one word at a time, but not the

whole sentence.

The most obvious unit of planning seems to

be the constituent, "a unit of surface structure that has

single coherent function and generally is replaceable by

a
a
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single word (Clark and Clark, 1977)."
ents presents its own difficulties.

Planning constituEach kind of constitu-

ent has its particularities and
specific problems. The
speaker solves those specific problems
for each type of

constituent accordingly (Clark and Clark,
1977).
The best evidence for the study of
language
is

production

the studies on speech errors, hesitations,
and interjec-

tions and corrections.

The most common disruption in our

everday speech is the hesitation pause.
(1977)

Clark and Clark

summarize various studies indicating that speakers

try to preserve constituents in their execution.

Whenever

the constituent unit is broken by a hesitation the correc-

tion goes back and the speaker repeats the whole unit.

In

sentences the corrected words always begin at constituent
boundaries.

Speakers try, to the best of their ability, to

execute constituents as complete wholes; if an error is
made, the speaker returns to the beginning of the constituent.

Clark and Clark (1977) mention Boomer's study (1965)

that indicates that speakers tend to pause after the first

function word of a major constituent, but even more important, that pauses at grammatical junctures is the general

pattern.

More specifically, speakers tend to pause before

the phonemic clause rather than within it.
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The experimental task will now
be analyzed following
Clark and Clark's (19 77) outline
for speech production as
a guideline.

The subjects had in the experimental
setting an atmosphere that suggested that the listener
(experimenter) had a
great deal of knowledge about what they
were going to talk
about because she shared the same culture
with them. They
also had a cooperative listener
(experimenter).
The subjects
knew that the listener (experimenter)
expected them to speak
about comprehensible events, in other words,
those that were
presented in the pictures. Finally, they addressed
the lis-

tener (experimenter) according to the dual social
context
they were in: the experimental setting, and the social
setting in the pictures.

The subjects produced monologues in contrast to highly

structured stories.

(There are different types of discourse:

conversations, monologues, stories, etc.)

The subjects fol-

lowed the pictures to construct the monologues.

The pic-

tures presented a number of characters and activities that

could be the content of the sentences.
The speaker's remaining task is to decide how to ex-

press this content.

He/she had

to.

plan the sentences'

constituents, the form, the articulatory program, and finally,

the execution.

The subjects had to select events that

they wanted to talk about as part of the propositional content.

Each picture in the experimental task gave the event
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to be chosen as propositional
content (e.g. milk w/as
spilled, basketball game).
the illocutionary content
they had to select the fashion in
which they wanted to convey the message. The subjects here
had to make all the decisions, they had to choose from statements,
or dialogues,
or narration in first person or in
third person, or even
.

m

more complex in what language code they
will execute the
plan.
Finally, the subjects had to choose frame

and insert,

and given and new information from the
pictures.

The pic-

tures presented changes (participants, topic,
activities,

setting, and roles)

that implied novel information.

The

subjects had the choice to use this information
or not to do
so, and how to express it.

Next the subjects proceeded to plan the sentences by

constituents as the evidence suggests (Clark and Clark,
1977)

.

There are different types of constituents, but the

one used in the analysis of this study was the clause, an

action unit that includes

a

verb (present or implied) plus

the other words required by that verb (Ford and Holmes,
1978)

.

These units should reflect what the subjects wanted

to express.

One major effect in the data from the present study
was that code-changes were 3.4 times more frequently pro-

duced than code-mixes.

This implies that whenever

a

biling-

ual has the choice of switching, he/she will prefer switches

.
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that include at least one entire clause
(code-change) over
switches that include only one or two words
(code-mix)

This general trend is confirmed by the analysis
of code-change
indicating that there were 3.6 times more code-changes
be-

ginning at the beginning of the clause than
code-changes not

beginning at the beginning of the clause, and that codechanges ending at the end of the clause occurred 3.4 more
times than those not ending at the end of the clause.

These

findings suggest that bilinguals plan speech by clauses, that
is,

in the same fashion the evidence suggests monolinguals

do,

even when using their languages interchangeably.

This

is a strong evidence against the suggestion that code-

switching is chaotic and not a linguistic form of communication.

It also suggests that if language production is con-

ceived as a problem solving task, competent bilinguals who

code-switch as part of their linguistic style have

a

great

deal of cognitive flexibility, a term that refers to the

ability to perceive alternatives equally correct in reference to a problem and then selecting one alternative.

Bi-

linguals when planning speech have more equally proper al-

ternatives to choose from in the. planning process than monolinguals do.

They must choose what language to encode in

their clausal units in, as well as choosing the syntactic

structure and words to express the clausal unit, even when
using their languages interchangeably.

These considerations
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strongly suggest that bilinguals
hav£ a
nitive flexibility.

^^

^ ^_

The data also showed a great
preference for noun as
code-mixes (58/100). Most of these
noun code-mixes (49/58)
occurred at the end of clauses. it
seemed reasonable to
test if this was an indicator of
preference to use noun
code-mixes at the end of the clause
rather than elsewhere
in clauses.
The analysis of variance (F
(2,48) = 1.87),
indicated that it was not more likely
to make a noun codemix at the end or beginning of a clause
than at the middle
of a clause.
The author would like to mention that
this
result, which seems to contradict the trends
suggested by
the raw data, may be due basically to large
variance be-

tween subjects' scores for the middle of the
clause.
is so because as part of the personal style,

This

some children

would rarely use nouns in that position but rather
pronouns
that could not be counted for analysis.

Along with the general trend of the study where codechanges were the preferred type of switch, three sign tests

indicated that subjects were more likely to code-change than
to code-mix for three of the sociolinguistic parameters:

Participant, Topic and Role.
code-switches.

Setting did not elicit any

This suggests that even when the subjects

had to deal with a new variable (sociological variables)

they would rather code-change if they were switching, than
code-mix.
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The use of sociolinguistic
parameters presented in the
stories did have some effect
on rate of code-switching.
An
analysis of variance indicated
that the effect of sociolinguistic parameters was
significant (F
=
(3,57)

U.147.

P<.001).

Subjects did perceive the
manipulation of sociological variables (Participant,
Topic, Role,
Setting)

and

responded including content referring
to them in the speech
produced.
Nevertheless, as the ScheffS
test indicated, the

Participant parameter actually inhibited
code-switching.
Topic and Role neither inhibited nor
elicited

code-switching,

These results contradict those of McClure
and Wentz
(1974,

1975 a

,

1977 b

)

and Wentz and McClure (1975).

in

their studies the sociological parameters elicited
codeswitches.

Nevertheless, the evidence of the present study

can not be considered solid evidence against their
sugges-

tions because while theirs were naturalistic studies, this

one is semi-naturalistic, and the most experimental aspect
of it corresponds to the sociolinguistic parameters.

In

other words, our results only indicate that for non-naturalistic settings the effects of the sociolinguistic parameter

differ from those in naturalistic settings.

The reason for

the ineffectiveness of the sociolinguistic parameters in

this study may be that children are aware of the impact

their language shifts will have in communicating in real
life situations.

On the other hand, in the condition of
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making stories the constraints
are not relevant and the
child can be creative and "make
believe," ignoring the
listener's needs because they are
irrelevant.
Summarizing, there are two types of
code-switches:
code-mixes and code-changes. The
evidence indicates a great
preference for code-changes over code-mixes
in all the dif-

ferent conditions studied.
as clause language shifts,

Because code-changes are defined
and due to the evidence presen-

ted by the analysis of code-changes,
clauses seem to be the
planning unit used by the subjects. Bilinguals
plan their
speech by clauses even when using their two
languages in-

terchangeably.

This suggests that code-switching is

planned in the same fashion monolinguals plan speech,
which
in turn suggests that bilinguals work cognitively
in the same

fashion as monolinguals, or even that competent bilinguals
are more efficient because they work with more elements
in
the process of planning and executing language.

One important aspect of the present study is that of
new way of analyzing bilingual speech data.

a

Rather than

trying to defend or attack theories of one storage vs. two
storages, looking at the data in terms of psychology of lan-

guage or language processing more information and

picture is obtained.

a

clearer

Even more, using this way of analyzing

bilingual speech data might lead us faster to determining
the storage system.
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FOOTNOTES
1-

Bilingualism does not only refers to the
languages but also to the use of dialects use of two
and/or
an< di le tS
For the P^pose of this study
tTTn^T
l
f
we
would prefer
to ?limit its definition to the
use
b
of
ur
languages only.
:

2-

Cognitive style implies variations in the way
or
approaches individuals have of thinking and
processina
environmental stimuli. There is stress on the way
the
environment is perceived and on the processing
of
information. Cognitive style influences how the
individual will react to social cues and how she/he
will
order her/his behavior.

3-

"The fie Id- independent individual is characterized by
responding to events and objects in his environment
independent of the total field or context. This type
of cognitive style stresses an analytical approach to
information processing, emphasizing the focus of attention on the individual parts of a whole with relatively
little attention given to the total which is formed by
the individual parts.
In contrast, the field dependent
cognitive style is characterized by an integrative
approach to information processing. The field dependent
individual organizes his world in terms of wholes or
totalities and is generally sensitive to the overall
context (such as social atmosphere) of objects or events,
This type of cognitive style is influenced by the field
background of a given context or situation (Ramirez,
Macaulay, Gonzalez, Cox, and p€rez; 1974)."

4-

Some examples of stylistic use of code-switching
presented by McClure and Wentz are
:

a)

Emphasis-

b)

Topicalization-

c)

Explication or elaboration- "Mine's that one. Oh
probably this one. No esa es la
mia.
(To Anglo observer) No, that

"Give me it. Give me it. Dcimelo, damelo
tonto. Give me it, give me it dummy ."
"Este Javier, he came to our house
the other day.
This Javier ."

is mine."
d)

Repetition-

"

Yo no lo tengo.

I

don't have it ."

66

e)

Commentary-

"Why you cry baby?
(To John)
Esta
llorando.
(Llorando)
(To no one in
particular) He is crying ."
.

f)

Affect-

"Who is that?

Pegalo.

Hit him."

5-

In the same manner,

6-

if the reader is interested in obtaining copies
of the
pictures, please write to:

some English words and expressions
frequently become part of the Spanish of bilinguals,
for example:
O.K., popcorn, etcetera.
There might'be
switches in phonology or there might not, this seems
to depend on individual preferences.

Ana Isabel Alvarez
Box 186
Saint Just
Puerto Rico 00750
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APPENDIX A
Stories

Story

i.

Picture

1

Child waking up.

Picture

2

Child brushes her/his. teeth.

Picture

3

Child has breakfast with the family.

Picture 4

Child spills the milk.

Picture

5

Mother helps the child to clean the spilled milk.

Picture

6

Child goes to School.

Story ii

.

Picture

I

Child waits for the school bus.

Picture

2

Child gets off the bus with ethnically mixed

group of peers.
Picture

3

Picture 4

Child works in the classroom.

Child answers a question to an Anglo looking
teacher

Picture

5

Child has lunch with ethnically mixed group of
peers

Picture

6

Child plays with Hispanic looking peers.

Picture

7

Child answers a question to a Hispanic looking
teacher

Picture 8

Child walks back to the school bus with an Anglo
looking peer.
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Story

in

Picture

.

Ethnically mixed group of peers at the
door-

1

steps talk to the mother and the child.

Picture

2

Child walks out with peers to the park.

Picture

3

Child plays basketball.

Picture 4

Child plays baseball.

Picture

5

Child plays jumping rope.

Picture

6

Child plays blinds man bluff.

Picture

7

Child plays with a skateboard.

Picture

8

A child falls from the skateboard and is
crying.

Picture

Policeman comes to help the child that is

9

crying.

Picture 10

Story IV

Child plays hop- scotch.

.

Picture

1

Child helps the father in the garden.

Picture

2

Child washes the dishes while the mother feeds
the baby.

Picture

3

•

Picture 4

Story V
Picture

The two children and the father wash the car.
The family plays cards at home.

.

1

•

The family dresses-up for a party.
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Picture

2

-

Picture

3

-

Picture 4

-

Mother and father greet Oriental friends.

Picture

5

-

Ethnically mixed group dances.

Picture

6 -

Mother and father greet Hispanic
looking friends.
Mother and father greet Anglo looking
friends.

Ethnically mixed group eats.

.

..

.

. ...

.

.

.
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APPENDIX B
Sociological Manipulations
Coding System

Story

I.

Picture

1

Neutral

(P

)

.

Q

Picture
Picture

2
3

Participant

(P

Participant

(P

Picture 4

Neutral

Picture

Participant

Picture

5

6

Role (R

(P

2

Q

1

- boy)
-

family)

-

mother)

2

)

(P 3

Role (R

,

x

- mother)

- mother)

Story II.
Picture

1

Neutral

Picture

2

Participants

Picture

3

Setting

(P

Q

(S-^

)

- peers)

(Pi

- classroom)

Topic

(T-^

work)

teacher) Role

(R^

teacher)
eating)

Picture 4

Participant

(P^

-

Picture

Participant

(P

- peers)

Setting

-

Picture

Picture

5

6 -

7 -

8 -

2

(P 4 -

Setting (S3

-

Participant

(P

4

- student)

Participant

(P

,

Topic

(T

,

Topic

(T

2

lunchroom)

Participant

(R

Picture

(S

3

,

peers)

3

- play,

playground)
5
,

&

- teacher),

Role (R 3 - teacher),

Setting

-

-

peer).

(S

4

classroom)

.

.

.

.

.

,
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Story

Hi

.

Picture

1

Neutral

(p

)

Picture

2

Neutral

(p

)

Picture

3

Participant
Topic

Picture 4

Picture

5

(p 1

- peers)

Setting

jumping rope)

-

(Tj_

.

Participant

(p

Participant

(p

2

-

(S

(T

peers), Topic

(T

-

peers), Topic

(t

-

peers), Topic

(t

-

park),

.

peers), Topic

3

-

1

-

baseball).

-

blinds man

-

basketball).

-

skateboard).

2
3

bluff)

Picture
Picture

6
7

Participant

(P

Participant

(P

4
g

Picture 8

Participant

(p

Picture

Participant

(P

9

man)

Picture 10

Story IV

- peer),
?

Role

- policeman),

5

-

(r

peer)

Role (r - police2

.

Participant

-peer), Topic

(p Q

(T 6 -

hop scotch).

.

Picture

1

Participant

(p

Picture

2

Participant

(P

Role (R

-

-

2

father)

- girl,

mother, R

2

P

3

mother, P

daughter)

,

-

4

Setting

baby)
(S-,-

kitchen)

Picture

3

Participant
(S

Picture 4

(P

5

-

children, P 6 - father)

-

family)

,

Setting

- garage)

Participant
Setting

(So

(p

- home)

,

Topic (T^

-

play)

.
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Story V.
Picture
Picture

Picture

1
2
3

-

-

Neutral

(p

Q

)

Participant

<

Participant

<P

p

i

- friends)
-

friends)

-

friends)

-

friends)

2

Picture 4 Picture

Picture

5

6

-

Participant

Participant

Participant

(P
(P
<

P

3

4
5

friends)

Topic

(t

Topic

{T

x
1

- dancing)
- eating)
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APPENDIX C
Instructions

Instructions Set A
°* K *

.

(child's name)

jos.

I,

res.

£ Entiendes?

aqul yo tengo unos dibu-

yo quiero que tu hagas a story following the
pictuBien.

Besides, yo quiero que tu change

from espafiol to English lo mas que tu puedas.

what you should do, lo que hay que hacer?

d Entiendes

O.K.

Let's

,

Vamos a empezar

Instructions Set B
O.K.
Yo,

.

(child' s name

here

,

I

have some pictures.

want you to make un cuento siguiendo los dibujos.

I

you understand?

Fine.

Ademas,

Do

want you to cambiar del

I

Spanish al ingles as much as you can.

Do you understand lo

que hay que hacer, what you should do?

Vamos ... let

O.K.

'

s

start.

Translation (for readers use)
O.K.
I,

I

(child

'

s

name

Instructions
here

•,

I

.

have some pictures.

want you to make a story following the pictures.

understand?

Fine.

Besides,

English as much as you can.
do,

-

what you should do?

O.K.

I

Do you

want to change from Spanish to

Do you understand what you should

Let

'

s

. .

.

let

'

s

start.

—
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Appendix E
Code-mixes
Nouns

bed

baseball

jump- rope

hop-scotch

(3
(3

times)

see-saw

times)

(2

skateboard

party (11 times)

tree

morning

game

frutas y

leaves

salad

numhp t ^

math

breakfast

domin6s
bus

(2

(2

times)

basketball

garden

tray
(4

co lump io

times)

driver

f iesta

boys

Nueva York

Maria, Jose, y su mama y su papa
-

Verbs

hay

.

watching

is tima

y va

Esta

tenia

I- Adverbs

again. Now

ready

times)
(

7

times)

juice

times)

bus driver

(2

t ime s

(3

t ime s

)
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Appendix E
despu£s

together

Ahora esta

Ahora
IV-

times)

(3

Articles
La escuela

La nena

Los nifios

The children

La mama

(5

times)

(4

times)

la maestra

El papa

V-

Conjunctions
y Juan
so

(2

Y las nenas y los
times)

con los amigos y las amigas

y luego

con los otros nenes.

y

y el nene

y va

con los muchachos

with another teacher in the house.
y el

VI- Loans
lunche

cachando
Misi

Los nenes

And then

Appendix
VII- Hesitations
so

Ahora esta
La escuala
el. ... la

dominos

VIII- Repetitions
y

(2

times)

Numbers
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Appendix
Table

F

8

English Noun code-mixes in Conflict with Spanish Article

Noun
Party

Conflict
un party

Frequency

Total

8

al party

1

otro party

1

el party

1

11

bus

el bus

2

2

tree

la tree

1

1

leaves

los leaves

1

1

tray

el tray

1

1
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Appendix G
Noun Mixes Followed by Another Code-mix
bed- followed by- y va
again.

Now- followed by- hay

so- followed by- tenia

tenia- followed by- so

party- followed by- y luego
jump-rope- followed by- y
frutas y- followed by- salad

math- followed by- Esta
Esta- followed by- with another teacher
bus- followed by- y el
y el- followed by- bus driver

jump-rope- followed by- Y las nenas y los

Y las nenas y los- followed by- boys
baseball- followed by- con los otros nenes.

breakfast- followed by- la nena
basketball- followed by- con otros muchachos
fiesta- followed by- in the house

Los nenes
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Appendix H
Table 9
Clauses Ending in Noun Code-mixes
s

1

Clause ending Clause ending Noun mix ending
in noun
in non-noun
clause
Noun code-mix
51

34

97

14

3

34

4

Total
number of
c lause.q

d/d

85

/I

41

7

9/3

41

9ft

ft

9 /9

36

5

2P

16

9 /9

44

6

96

19

9/9

3ft

7

97

16

10/14

43

ft

PR

n/n

34

9

99

1

9 /9

4n

10

.31

17

9

/9

4fi

1.1

96

6

3/3

39

1

2

9ft

in

n/n

36

1

.3

91

11

0/1

32

14

34

21

4/5

55

15

22

10

4/4

32

16

35

21

1/2

56

17

40

23

5/5

63

18

34

26

1/2

60

19

25

10

3/3

35

20

34

17

1/1

51

603

299

2

Tota 1

"1

1

49/58

902
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Appendix
Sample of Subjects'

Production in the Experimental Task
Subject

Story

I

1

1

There is a girl en su cama y se va a levantar.

Ella

esta saliendose de su bed y va go to bed in the night.

Now

there is a boy washing his dientes.

El esta tratando lo mas

que puede.

Despues a la noche lo va

a

hay some

a family eating and eating breakfast and at the

night they are going to eat dinner.

hacer again.

Now there

Now

is one of

the children spilled his milk and and ...esta saliendose de
la silla para que no se moje.

Ahora la niha, ahora su mama

esta cleaning the mess y despues va
is time

para ir

a la

a seguir comiendo.

Ahora

escuela y su mama esta abriendo la

puerta para el niho o niha.
Story

2

Ahora la nina esta esperando para el

...

el.. la guagua

y ahora llegaron a la escuela y se estan saliendo.

Cuando

entr6 empez6 a hacer su trabajo y cuando la maestra le dici6

una extensi6n

a los

ninos el niho puni6 su mano y lo dijo.

Despues fueron, now they are going to eat and they are
starving like hell.

Despues and they are eating

are eating hot dogs and milk.

Now the teacher

the boy or the girl and she told him something.

is

...

they

called on
She told

89

them it was time for recess.
and started to play.

skateboard?
his friends.

All the children run outside

Now there

is a

girl who is on a

And it is starting to fall.

H e is riding with

And in the picture before they are on the

see-saw.

Story

3

Bueno, ah I donde estan la nina estan dos ninos and

they want to play with America.
to play with the girls.

was the smallest.

And then America went out

Jenny was the tallest and Jessie

America era primero para jugar jump-rope.

Y el hermano de America, Juan, he
it

with a home-run.

is

up to bat and he slugs

Ahora hay otras nihas estan haciendo

una carrera y la nina que esta ganando dijo que ella no
podia ganar la otra pero la gan6.

Y ahora Juan esta jugando

con su amigo Carl.

Y Carl

y hizo un canasto.

And they are playing base....

basketball.

Now there

is

le di6

la bola pero Juan lo par6
I

mean

this girl and she is playing with

her friend and the girl fell down and she hurt herself.

The

policeman came and told them not to ride in the street anymore because a car could hit them.
scotch y America gan6.

Ahora estan jugando hop-

The end.

Story 4

Ahora Juan, el papa de Juan estan cortando la grama
y dentro de la casa la hermana de America esta haciendo los

90

platos y la mama de America esta dandole
jugo al bebe.

Ahora they are having

a

esta dandole

car-wash y Juan is

spraying the car while Juan's sister, not
America, but the
one that was washing the dishes, is washing
the windows
inside.
now, la mama y el papa y la hermana,
no America,

America esta jugando afuera todo este tiempo,
estaban jugando cartas y ... yo digo domin6.
Y Juan esta mirandolos
porque 61 no gan6 so tenia so... ah
gan6 no jugaba mas.

Story

jugaron que el que no

The end.

5

Juan y America y su mama y su papa fueron a una

comieron y despues fuaron

a

una a... party y luego the Mom

of America is telling her sister something

don't know

Now some other people came to the party and the party

what.

begins.

People were dancing and people estaban tomando

lim6n con frutas.

La termin6.

Subject

Story

I

2

1

This little girl is waking up and she started to

brush her teeth.
glass.

Ahora esta

...

eating and she spilled her

Her mother is cleaning it up on this little matt

that she spilled it on and now she is going to school.
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Story

2

La guagua esta aqul and the little girl is going to

get on the bus to go to school.
bus, most of them,
....

The children are off the

and they are going to school.

La escuela

the teacher just picked the little girl to tell her

something.
teacher.

Story

Ahora est! en la Math.

Esta with another

La guagua esta aqul.

3

Los nihos are going to the casa y la mama esta aqul.
The little girl is with her mother.
to play.

They are playing games.

baseball.

Los ninos are going

Ahora they are playing

Two little girls are in the see-saw.

are playing basketball.

Ahora they

They are playing hop-scotch.

And

now they are .... ahora la nina fell down and the policeman
is coming.

Story 4
El papa is cutting a bush while the little girl is
....

think raking some leaves because it is

I

autumn..

And

la mama is feeding the baby and the little girl is washing

the dishes.

wash the car.
Story

They go into the car to go somewhere and they
Now they are playing the game of dominoes.

5

They are setting the table for

a party.

El papa is
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telling them something.

La mama is holding the little
girl.

La mama is welcoming the guests.

Now Chinese people are

coming.

One of the Chinese people

is

Ahora they are dancing.

getting a drink and they are leaving.

